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a cur=iculum guide, that coulC.
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·4ssd for a module, t.o show the

The curriculum guide incJx:.'.'.{.:,:1 th.e following reactions:

1.

Phytoilluminatic:...

2.

Photoperiodis~

3.

Ph}'tOchro:me

4.
S.

Pho~Osynthssis
Phy~otropism

The guide also contained:
l.

An intrcduc~ion for the instructor.

2.
3.

Observation of the activity.

4.

s.

A performancE objective.
A final assessment of procedures.
Lamo
selection guide.
~~-&

Copclusions:

The use of artificial lights, as an aid for irlstructors, to

teach plant growth in the classroom has been minimal.

This writer

has concluded as a result of a search of literature, information
received from electrical producer's research, U.S. Department of
Agriculture and from experience, a curriculum guide with the use

of artificial light could be very beneficial to the students and
instructors agreeing to participate in the experiment.
This curriculum guide could be tested with time and effort
permitting.

The data from the instrument could be analyzed in such

a manner as to determine the validity of the experimental research.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
The expansion of controlled-environment facilities through
the use of artificial light for the many phases of plant research
has emphasized the importance of radiant energy as an environmental
variable.

This variable in the form of artificial light will allow

plants to react indoors as though they were growing outdoors.
Since the beginning of time, light has played a major role
on plant growth.

Light not only supplies the energy upon which

plant life is based, but through various photoreaction mechanisms
it also plays an important role in directing this energy along the
various pathways of plant metabolism.
Life on our planet depends on the key event photosynthesis.
This is putting together, by means of light, two simple substances,
carbon dioxide and water, to form carbohydrates, the basic food of
all living organisms.
role in photosynthesis.

The green pigment, chlorophyll, plays a vital
1

The response to light, whether you produce flowers and seeds
or the plant remains in a vegetative state, is called photoperiodism

1christes c. Mpelka,,.• "The Use of Fluorescent Light on Plant
Growth 11 • Paper presSiltt~d ":.·. .· ·::.~..~~ twenty-third annual New England Farm
Electrification Institute, :-_:n~.•;13:rsity of R.'1-iode Island, Kins ten, Rhode

Island, 1962, p. 1.

1

2

and is governed by the relative lengths of light and dark periods.
The latest theories on t.~e mechanism of plant reactions indicate

that light energy causes chlorophyll to become active by a series of
complex enzymes systems in reducing carbon dioxide to form carbohydrates.
A complete understanding of the exact manner in which radiant energy is
transformed to chemical energy in photosynthesis is really not known.
Other photoreadtion responses which light governs are the germina~ion of some seeds, the red color in some fruits, vegetables, and

ornamental plants, food reserves in bulbs, changes in the acidity of
leaves, as well as affecting the internal anatomy of the plants.
Experimenters and inst:t"'~ctors by-pass the sun through the use
of different types·of electric lamps.

In the Northern portion of the

United States supplemental electric. lighting_ has made tremendous
strides on the productivity of floral and vegetables in greenhouses.
Each year scientists in the U.S. Department of Agriculture
receive many inquiries from students, teachers, and other interested

biologists for details of simple but dramatic experiments to demonstrate
the formative effects of light on plants.

Because of the many requests

for specialized. information, the scientists have developed materials
that are detailed and systematic in the form of experiments and demonstrations that are free to the public.

References a.ccompanying each

experiment provide supplementary reading and additional details.

The

experiments and demonstrati-:ns show the effects of light on seed germination, growth, flowerin.:;.,

2 u. S. Depart:,.:;fi.:.'.: 6f :, ..:j1.::_culture, Lights,:and Plants, Miscellar;eous

Publication Nlllllber 87S,
March, 1966), p. 1.

'

• ·•·

0

· · t on, D . r.:::11.ng
--- :

"t-:;i.-,1rP.me~t
Printing_ Office,
\.""
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Career education is of grea~ importance to the students and a

grasp of knowledge of plant life could be a start for a student's
future.

The importance of horticulture is rapidly increasing in

Kentucky.

There are many opportunities in specialized fields such as

greenhouse and floral management, plant propagation, plant identification, culture and maintenance of ornamental plants, landscape

architecture, nursery and garden store operations and vegetable production.

A curriculum guide to study plant growth would help a

student in any of the above specialized fields.
The city student living in a high-rise aPartment has only
limited contact with plants outdoors.

While outdoor gardening by the

student may be difficult to provide, indoor gardening is easily possible whether in the heart of the city, in the suburbs or in the rural
areas.

The growing of plants indoors has become a hobby of many

persons in the past few years.

New methods_of lighting have been

developed and better tools have been introduced that make indoor
gardening easier and the results more satisfactory.

The .interest of students of any age in the growing of plant
life can be motivated by the instructor at very little cost by bringing
a small fluorescent pla.~ter into the classroom.
Significance of the ?roblem
The research concerning the use of artificial light for plant
growth as a teacher~s atd ho.s been at the :ntn:LR!.um.

Because of the

dearth of information conc-:;!;~:iing the teach.: -; cf photoreactions on
plant growth there is a ni:-Je'..l for '?- aurrl.~ . . :_,J!l gu:i.de for this purpose.
Before a .st::.4ent ca."'l understand indour plant growth he must have
R general understc..n.d:i.ng of what is going

:)!'

within the plant and what

4

and how environmental factors influence its growth.
different for inside growing.

These factors are

Food production by the plant only occurs

in the presence of light, water and carbon dioxide plus nutrients.
growing indoors, all these factors have to be controlled.

If

When out-

doors, nature helps by providing light, water, temperature and some
fertilizer for the plant.

Inside, the plant is totally dependent upon

humans.
In the past most students saw their parents and adults working
with plants and gardens.

The student had an opportunity to develop

some knowledge but, generally speaking, the students in the cities do
not have this experience.

The realization how light can penetrate a

leaf and aid the plant is hard for students to understand.

Most

children have stuck a flashlight in their mouths and have been delighted by the halloween pumpkin effect created by the light penetrating
their cheeks.

Light rays do the same thing to the plant.

The significiance of food utilization in the plant is to produce
roots, shoots, leaves and flowers,

The growth of the plant depends

upon the amount of sugar produced f~om light available.

The processes

i~ the plant affecting plant growth ca,~ be demonstrated in the classroom.
They are:

.,

1.
2.
3.

Photosynthesis
Translocation
Respiration

4•

Osmosis

5.
6.
7.

Diffusion
Assimilation
Transpiration

Ot.li.er processes the stu.den·{: 1:i:.--,ed.s · t-0 ur'-ders"tand are:

J..
2.
3.
4.

Storage
Oxidation
Absorption
Digestion

Another environmen·:..-..:. : . ::·'::J:c that ,;an be shown in the plant growth

5

course is temperature.
degrees F.

Most plants will grow within a range of 50-80

This would be satisfactory for any plants the instructor

would wish to grow.
Ca.rbon dioxide is a gas found in small amounts in the air but
it is t.~e backbone of all chemical compounds found in the plant.

When

breathing takes place, carbon dioxide is supplied to plants, but to aid
in the growth of plants, a method to supply a larger amount should be
used.

An instructor can develop different laboratory experiments to

exhibit the utility of the gases on plant growth.
Quality of light is important in plant growth.

In most cases

plants have been found to grow best when· they receive light that contains a proper balance of blue and red wave lengths.

Light from incan-

descent-filament lamps contains adequate red but very little blue.

On

the other hand, fluorescent lamps produce light that contains relatively
much more blue than red.

Researchers have found that a mixture of light

from the two sources appare:itly =·=sults in a more favorable balance so
far as the plant is concerr..ed in the vegetative or flowering· stage.

3

The quantity or intensity ..of liaht is the amount of light reaching
~

indi,ridual leaf surfaces.

~

Up to ·a c-artai::. limit, the greater the amount

of light a plant receives, the gres.t-ar will be the food production.
Thus, the growth of the pl.mt
of light it receives.

dependent upon the amount or intensity

As an exa:;:?~e,
a plant will receive twice the
,,

a.mount of light in the swri.!:'.e=t~.me as

011

3.

bright winter day.

Duration or leng0 o= tlcily dark pe~iods affects a plant's

development.

'.ight is needed depends on the

3 H.. A. Barthwickl' f ·· ~ r·-~incipJ..<?~ -,·. Growing Plants With Artifi·.' ltsville, Maryland:
cial Light, Publication ?· ~
-34-:116
Ag:ticul tu~al Res~arch Se::.· ,. ·-c- J.96l.i) ,
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plant and the purpose for which it is grown.

There are many plants

that can be used to' show plant growth in the classroom.

(See

Appendix A)
Plant propagation can be reproduced by the students in the
classroom by two methods.
sexual reproduction.

The first, propagation by seed, is called

The seed is formed through the union of male

and female cells produced in the flowers.

The second classification

of plant propagation is vegetative or asexual.

This method involves

taking parts of plants such as stems, leaves or roots and developing
new plants.

Both methods may be created under lights.

Until very recently gardening, from the first frost in the fall
to the last one in the spring, was very limited.
short period all that has changed.

Within an incredibly

Our warm homes, fluorescent lights

and an immense number of old and new plants that flourish in the
artificial environment have attracted millions of Americans to gardening
indoors, and have given birth to an important new industry creating a
. b s. 4
supply o f new JO

Definition of Terms
Indoor Gardening - the avocation of growing plants under electric
lights in the home, office~ lc;.)l.:d~~s ..1 .;reception rooms of hospitals,
hotels, .business firms, i;1s":i·::~.:.ti ::~15 cf research anC. as a practical
teacher 1 s aid for the te-2tc:· J..r,-: c~ pla.nt growth in the classroom.

Photosynthesis -

t'·.,,

is Greek meaning light.

Snythesis

~:..:..r .,:;;_ly defined, it is the assimilation of

meaTJ.s putting together.

4 George Elbert F

·,•-,·c-:!. .?hos

11

(

Horticulture Magazine, s,

.n·g Under Lights After September",

:r. 1975, p. Sla

7

carbon which requires the presence of chloroplasts, light and consists
0f the synthesis of carbohydrates from carbon dioxide and water.

curriculum - all the experiences a student encounters under the
direction of a school which would in.elude specific courses planned,

developed, implemented and evaluated,
of ways.

Individuals learn in a variety

S~fil~ learn best through working with others in large group

situations, some in small groups and others individually.

5

Light - the nomenclature used today will depend upon the point
of view and scientific discipline o:: '.:;---.e person using the terms.

This

paper will :,,ut emphasis on the physical properties of light expressed
in terms: of absolute energy, because these are the properties of light

effective in the protobiochemica: reac~ions of plants.
Energy - the capacity to do wo:r.J<.

6

The capacity is neither

created nor destroy~d, but is capabie c..E being transformed from one

form to another.

Light energy is toc~1rn:"o:,:rn9d in the plant by photo-

chemistry which occurs when radia;·.1t ·2.ne.rg)!· is absorbed; then interacts

with the matter of the plant caus.b9 chemical chariges.

All these

chemical changes must take pla~e before a plant shows growth.

7

-,•\•,,:,

Del~::riitat.ions
In.formation used in this study was ]_:=.:ni'ted to information

gathered from pertinent literature. boo:,:s, r:agazines, pamphlets and
._research by scientists and pri ~,;a-Ce .tYJO,Fl'.: con~erned.

5 Karen Leonare, "C:L:. ~ .
Tempo, Vol. I, No. 4 (1975·
6 Elwood Bickford a."1C
(Kent, Ohio: The Kent S+.~-'

7-k'd
~2:__·, p. 9 •.

9nt:

.h~-;"'.·.

£.t

r,.J.7Q.:;_·.!",,.

A. conceptual Model,"

acting for Plant Growth,
-;;,; , 1972), p. 1.

B

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this applied project was the development of a
curriculum guide using information compiled from scientific and
hobbyist experiments with fluorescent lights to show photoreactions
on plant growth for use by the secondary school science teacher.
This curriculum guide may serve many functions, including the

following:
1.

A study guide may encourage instructors of plant
science to experiment with the use of artificial
light in their courses.

2.

The use of definite objectives for the students
should deal effectively with the individual differences in the students.

3.

Performance guides may be used as teaching points
for the instructor, who may choo.se to develop
other supporting instructional materials from the
unit outline.

4.

The methodology employed in the curriculum guide
may encourage the instructor to· create his own
motivating approaches.

5.

Criterion measures could be used to test the
effectiveness of the artif:'icial light as an aid
for teaching photore2,ction.s on plant growth.
Measurement outcomes c9Q!d then be used to accept,
improve or reject the ,;_:t~t!:-:!.·uctional guide.

For those who wish to develop supporting instructional materials from the unit outline~ the following suggestions are offered:

1.

Identify the pe=fo~ma::c-:;" qbjectives.

2.

Develop detaileC. st:;,de:1.t learning units written
around the sel:=:~~tf';- pe:-:fo:;.--r,1ance objectives.

3.

A pre-test anc. "

,t-test ~ay be helpful.

9

Literature Review

"In the past decade the fascinating and revolutionary art of
gardening by means of artificial lighting or photoillumination has
become an extremely popular and gratifying hobby· ,for many gardening
enthusiasts." 8

Mr. Elvin McDonald did not realize in 1965, when the

above words were written, that within ten years his ideas could be
used as a teacher's guide in the high school class of horticulture
or biology.

Many classrooms are dreary today, but with a set of

fluorescent lights a teacher can· perform wonders before the eyes of
the students.
The Park Seed Company from Greenwood, South Carolina, was the
forerunners in exposing the populace to fluorescent gardening.

Mr.

McDonald was the specialist for the company and developed a small
booklet with instructions for the home gardener stating in easy
language the art of. fluorescent gardening.

The booklet, "Growing

Plants Under Lights", explains the different types of light fixtures,
light intensity and light requirements of the different plants that
could be used in a classroom.

The soil recommended can be purchased

already sterilized and mixed in .th~ ~ight proportions of sand, perlite,
vermiculite, some fertilizer and peat moss.

Small plastic containers

for each student are obtainable or clean milk cartons and plastic
cottage cheese containers are useable.
An instructor for a sophomore biology class from Henderson

County High School, Henderson, Kentucky:

8E1vin McDonald, "Lia•:· f_or y•J
Garden Magazine, November l ~-- -·, p .. . z,::

,-3.,2: ..teloped

a program using

oar Garden 11 , Flowers and

10

a small f~uorescent light to observe the progress of plants.

The

students were required to listen to taped topics and perform assigned
tasks in order to master each biology concept covered in the plant
growth of their course. 9
A report explaining plant growth discoveries from photoperiodism
to phytochrome was released by the U.S. Department of Agriculture in
September 1959.

A new name, phytochrome, from Greek words meaning

plant color, was introduced.

This chemical, a light-sensitive blue

pigment, is so tiny in amount that it gives no tinge of blue to a
growing plant's color, yet reaction of the blue substance with the sun

is potent and direct.

Photochrome's go~stop signals direct a plant's

. ht an d d ark ness as 1. f a mas t er va 1 ve were operat ing.
·
l0
progress f ram 1 ig

Phenomenal plant yields, 10 to 50 times above normal (dry weight),
have been achieved with improved cultural techniques and controlled
environments developed by a team of ARS researchers.

This research

team at Beltsville, Maryland, was the first to combine all environmental
factors of light intensity and duration, tempera.ture, humidity, carbon
dioxide concentration, a:tr velocity, and nutrient levels in specially

designed growth chambers.

These people obtained_ striking results with

both vegetable and ornamental plants.

The pla!!ts not only grew faster

than those gro"'11 conventionally, but they were sturdier and had more
branches and flower buds.

11

19 Na."1cy Carpenter, EDNEWS. (F:r:fu-1kfcrc, K,entucky: office of the
Ker..tucky Dei=?artment of Education, N.)V1..'etll'::-er; l?,?5) , p. 6.
1

lOAgricultural Research Se.rv~_c~ _:_
Growth Discoveries, (Beltsville,, F:2,'."!.'~"

e¼\\.1 -Report,· Plant Light•:-';e.ni.,:.;_:i:-y;•: 1961), pp. ·1-4.

11
A very recent study at the ornamental plant laboratory of the
USDA's agricultural research service suggests that fluorescent lights
do a better job of producing healthy plants at lower operating cost
than do incandescent plant growth bulbs.

Petunias grown under fluo-

rescent l~ghts are the same as those grown under greenhouse conditions.
They are compact with deep green foliage. 12
Mr. Mpelkas, plant physiologist with the Sylvania Lighting Products of Salem, Massachusetts, explained to a large conference how
important artificial illumination was as a supplement for extending the
length of the natural day in greenhouses.

He explained how the quality

of light is usually designated by a specific color by wavelengths which
produce certain colors.

A proper balance of red and blue rays produce

plants that have normal growth and shape.
energy source for plant growt.1-i.

The Gro-Lux lamp is Sylvania's

Th_e new fluorescent lamp generates

radiant energy which is most beneficial for plant propagation and enhances vegetative and reprod~ctive growth of many plants for home,
school, and commercial use.

13

Cornell University has a. long history·of research using artificial
light as a supplemental lighting c:~ cut roses, pot mums and carnations.

They have also found that ,.,s::.;v;,- high-pressure sodium-vapor bulbs (high
intensity discharge lamps; B-:::; is •,rery successful on their propagation
.,~

of seedlings and cuttings.··

1 2 cansurners Advis~c ~
view, December 7, 1976, ! ·
1 3 Mpelkas,

11

The UP=

14vic Ball, "HID :
Talks, April, 1976, p. l

·11 P'l.norescent Light Better", Florist's Re-

'luores·. -·:t Light .on Plant Growth", p. 3.
,:; of

M-,,·:,

Highlights Program", Grower

12

In trying to save fuel, Max Epp, a Toronto, Canada, African
Violet specialist, grows plants in three tiers in his greenhouses supplementing the lower two layers with fluorescent light.

This gives a

160% plants per BTU cutting overhead costs by a third as much for fuel
per finished plant as he would on a single bench system.

15

Plant physiologists have long known t.~at ·man-made light could be
used to promote or retard flowering.

Growt.~ and the rate at which

photosynthesis takes place within a plant depends on the quantity and
quality of the light under which it is grown.

Therefore, if plants can

be grown economically under controlled environment conditions in which
natural light is replaced by artificial light, then plant responke will

.

I

be more predictable, the timing of the crop more precise and management
made easier.

Under these controlled conditions the cropping-out pro-

gram can be planned to a fixed schedule that is independent of weather
conditions.

For these reasons the commercial grower has become in-

terested in a totally enclosed environment called the growth room or
chamber.

One greenhouse owner emphasized, "In its 2 1/2 years of in-

stallation, the chamber has more than paid for itself in just saving
1200 man hours of labo,:. •·

16

Morehead State University uses the grcwtl chambers to perform
experiments with tobaccc, grasses and other seed.

Verilux Inc. in-

formed this writer of tne·--w.a..11y universities 't~"lat purchase their Ve:::.:.:,.:.x
'Z~:·Jbi.oom lamps to use in their propagat:._on classes.

The lamps are also

being used for plant growth at the Botas.'"1:.ce.::. Y.useum, Harvard University,

15Max Epp, "Fuel Savic,g Crop Syst;-·
p. 12.

16James A. Bue.<,.
· n:....q
.. ·
·
I~tensity
Application. Paper pxeseff•:-~:~ at the 19··
Society·, of Agricul t1,;;.ra.l Ens, ~1eers, Lea.ro.:
Minnesot~'., July 7-10, 1970, ~- l.

--..::2

Lamps For Plant Growth

:;--.:.~. ~eeting, American
Hotel, Miilileapolis,

13

The Denver Botanic Gardens, The Holden Arboretum, Mentor, Ohio and the
Garden Centers of Cleveland.

17

The Courier-Journal on February 27, 1975, published an extensive
article on the artificial light hobbyists in Louisville, Kentucky.

Dr.

Beeny Tija, assistant professor of horticulture at the University of
Kentucky, was one of the growers interviewed.

Dr. Tija related that

with a litt+!" imagination, light fixtures for plant growth can be installed in open cabinet_s, closets, glass cases or specially constructed
planters with a "hood" for the fixture or used as a room divider.
A basement or classroom

11

greenhouse 11 easily cop.structed was sub-

rnitted to The Better Hornes and Gardens Magazine in October 1976, by
David Ashe and Russell O'Hara.

(See Appendix B)

Assumptions
Nature is orderly:

unrelated occurrences.
disappear.

events in nature are ~ot purely random or

We assume at the break of day the darkness will

If plants are given the right environment to create their

food, the process of growth is assumed to take place.
If plant science were taught with a true understanding by all
".
students in grades eleven and twelve i~ a specified district, we assume

if a questionnaire were sent asking each instructor if the plant study
guide was justified and useable we would not receive replies of absolute
certainty but with a level of probability.
The classroom is not a resea.rch fiei.d showing plant growth under
co.i."lt::'olled conditions~

This would b:;. a c:-~.:.:.s.::--.... c-m wher-e doors are opened

and- closed many times a day.

The ~:empere.

s no.t controllable and the

17Based on personal correspo!ldence :,~. ·--\ ~en Helen Scott, Secretary
for veriiux, Inc., Greenwich, Connecticut~ .. --:: the writs:-:-~ April 22, 1976.

atmosphere is almost drier than plants could endure.

only through open windows.

The ventilation is

Insects and fungus could be carried to the

plants and dust would be very prevalent.
Regardless of t.½e above likely factors, a curriculum guide and an
artificial light could be assumed profitable for students to study plant
growth in the classroom.

CHAPTER II
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CURRICULUM GUIDE
INTRODUCTION
11

rn vocational education, as in other segments of the educa-

tional community, student training has for years strictly followed
the book."

18

This statement was taken from·the Ashland Daily Inde-

pendent Sunday, March 6, 1977, page thirty-three.
students are included in vocational education.

Agriculture

The above statement

has always been true, in the form of lectures and problem solving
from a few text books available for the student.
A new simplified modular teaching approach is a very flexible
student-centered voca~ional program known in educational circles as

CBVE (Competency-Based Vocational Education).
Each step in the module can accept students at different levels
in terms of abilities of performance.

Each module or training activity

generally includes four parts:
1.

An introduction for the instructor.

2.

A performance objective.

3.

Observation of the activity.

4_.

A feedhac:< or final assessment proceaures ~

The imple~e~tatio~ of a modular pr0g~ara begi~s long before its

lBcynthia Champer, 11 Modules: New ;i'>,·-is':. t.o Teaching Vocational
Education'' 1 AshlanC. Daily Independent, Mc.:!"':::j 5, 1977,. p. 33.
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INTRODUCTION

PHOTOREACTIONS ON PLANT GROWTH

Title:

Each student in the class will demonstrate his knowledge of the
following terms: phytoillurnination, photoperiodisrn, phytochrorne, phytotropism and photosynthesis, by an activity using techniques developed
in the laboratory.

Light is essential to plants.

Light helps leaves convert simple

chemicals-carbon dioxide and water-into sugar, starch and basic plant
foods.

Later, the plant combines with these elements from the soil to

build all substances necessary for growth,
All the colors that make up sunlight as revealed in the rainbow
are needed by plants, but in the right proportions.

The blue and red

rays have the greatest effect on plant growth, and in the right intensities they help the plant create large quantities of starch.

In

periods of darkness the plant draws on this storehouse of food to complete its life processes.

Definition:

Photo--means'light.
Photoaction-is the action of light on an object,
We are interested in the photoreaction of light on plant growtha

Five simple basics for light gardeners or classroom.
(See Appendix D)
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INTRODUCTION

Title.:

PHYTOILLUMINATION

Several years ago, a scientist noticed that leaves growing near
lighted street lamps came out earlier than leaves on unlighted trees.
This discovery focussed attention on the importance of light to plant
growth.
The first person to explore possibilities of electricity as the
energy for growing plants probably was Liberty Hyde Baily, father of
American horticulture, who used arc lamps ir: 1893 to test effects of

ultraviolet rays on plants.
method!

Yet, relatively speaking, this is a new

20
The g~owing of plants by means of artifi.c:~al light, a process

c~lled '1phy::0.:..:.L1..:.rr.::..nation", is the most important horticulture
acpievement of t-~~s century.

The vast potentials of this process are

being discoyerea ~:,:y· research -people.

Pla.."'1.ts 3.re no longer dependent

on the wh:i.,m~y ::;~ t'.:12 sun.

20 .u
~1VJ..Il
' M
D ~ al~v., ''"..,_,_'ght
"'o- ,,,,.
_Co~,.
......
,._,s
.:.!:c~ Garden Magazine! Novel['l..ber, 1965, p

10::.:

Garden.

11

Flower
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INTRODUCTION
PHOTOPERIODISM

Title:

Each student will demonstrate ,his knowledge of the specialty and
effect of light on the germination of a series of peppergrass seeds.

In 1918, two USDA scientists learned that some plants wait for
short days to form seed, to flower, and other transitions in a life
cycle.

The discoverers coined a name for their new found principle of

growth, photoperiodism, to mean "the response of organisms to the relative length of day and night" •
Photoperiodically speaking, there are three types of plants:
short-day, long-day and intermediate.

Short-day and long-day are

actually misnomers, since it is the length of the night or period of
darkness, rather than the length of the light period, that governs
plant growth.

In light~garden application, a short-day is only eight

to ten hours of light; a long-day, fourteen to sixteen hours.

To con-

trol the day length in the classroom, you simply turn off the lights
after the desired number of hours.

If you wish to grow both long-day

and short-day pJ:ants under the same classroom light, the short-day
plants are either removed after their prescribed number of hours and

put in a dark place, or covered with a black shadir.g c~oth.

A com-

plete book could be written on a series of experiments qernonstrating
light effects or.. seed g,e,:mi:r.?..tion, plant grotArth and pl4--"1:t development.
Some seeds need sim

exposure to both colC and·

scarred with an abrasi7e c

~xposure to ~--,emperatures

"

paper or .._:...

ht_, s0me Sf!eqs will need
:rt~!":.e::-s \'f·il.l need to be

20

Photoperiodism
The seeds of peppergrass will be used in this experiment to study
the use of light on seed germination.

21
DIRECTIONS
PHOTOPERIODISM

Title:

Each student will differentiate between seeds of peppergrass in
relationship to light and time on the process of germination of the
seed in the soil,

Soil should be sterilized for the demonstration.

To sterilize

small amounts of soil, place moist soil in a shallow pan with a small
potato.

The potato will be soft to the touch in about one hour at

temperature of 300 degrees.

The soil is ready--cool.

Materials:
1,
2.
3.
4,
5.
6,

Seeds of peppergrass.
Sterilized potting soil.
Six clay pots - three to four inches in diameter,
Small glass squares to cover tops of pots,
Flat that will hold all pots.
Pot labels.

Procedure:

1.

Fill six pots with moist· (not wet) sterilized soil within
one inch of top.

2.

Divide six lots of fifty seeds each and distribute uniformly over the surface of the soi~~

a.

Pof 1.

The seeds will be on the surface of the soil.
Do not cover!

b ..
3.

Pots 2 to 6.

Cover wit~ soil.

Te.mp gently.

Do not watra;,:- from top of surface of the soil.

Place pots

in a l~!ge container and soak from bottom.

4.

Place a1:1: pots 11~!3.er fluorescenl- .}ight ..

5.

Cover with smal

aquares of a-

~o hold moisture in the

t.t,e plant ..

.al., the date of plan ting

pots.
5.

Write t.'1e nama

and what treatmen-:::. used.

22
Photoperiodism

Treatments:

(a)

Pot 1.

See 2a.

(b)

Pot 2.

See 2b.

(cl

Pot 3.

Immediately after covering the seeds with soil,
with a knife make a narrow slit about 1/2" deep
in the soil across the diameter of the pot.

(d)

Pots 4, 5, and 6.

Within 1, 2, and 4 weeks after planting,

repeat the process for pot 3.

23

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Title:

PHOTOPERIODISM---OBSERVATIONS

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity
1.

Record the date of exposure to light.

2.

Record the subsequei:i-t date of germination.

3.

Record the extent of germination.

4.

The moist peppergrass seeds exposed to light (pot 1)
will germinate in three to four days after exposure.

5.

Seeds covered with soil will not germinate since they
are in the dark.
(pot 2)

6.

Slitting the soil with a knife blade exposes some of
the buried seeds to light. Thus (as in pots 3-6)
germination of seeds occurs in the slit made in the
soil. 21
Thus, cultivation,.whil~ destroying plants and seedlings, also brings weed seeds such as peppergrass to
the surface of the soil, where they receive light,
germinate anC. produce ~ore weeds.

Ligh t a,.·x1
U.S. De)part,
11

:hwick, R.
Dawns, .A .. A. Peringer,
,rmination, '" Light and F lants • p. 6.
' Agricultu·· • • Publication Number 879.
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CHECK-OUT ACTIVITIES
PHOTOPERIODISM

Title:

STATEMENT
OF
DIRECTIONS

CHECK-OUT
ACTIVITIES

The statements below explain the activities the
student must be able to complete in order to finish this
guide. The instructor will rate the performance of the
students by a check if the photoreactions on plant
~rowth was accomplished with the performance objectives.

1.

Fill six pots with soil within one inch of top.

2.

Divide six lots of fifty seeds.

3.

Pot #1 seeds on surface--do not cover.

4.

Pots #2 to #6 cover with soil.

s.

Water pots from bottom.

6.

Cover with squares of glass.

7.

Label plant material, the date of plan.ting,
treatment.

8.

Follow treatment ( c) and (d).

9.

Place all pots under fluorescent light.

10,

Write up all finqtngs.
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INTRODUCTION
Title:

PHYTOCHROME - LECTURE

Each student in the science class will be able to write a short
essay on the principles of phytochrome at the end of the instructor's
lecture.

A chemical found in living plants that triggers growth changes,
from seed to fruiting, has brought us closer to a new era in agriculture - a time when nature's mechanisms will be understood well enough

to avoid many of man's uncertainties over what to expect of a planted
crop.

When the U.S. Department of Agriculture announced this break-

through achievement in September 1959, the news introduced a new name,
phytochrome, from Greek words meaning pla.~t color.

Scientists in the

USDA Research Service gave the name to fit a chemical they had detected
in plants and examined in almost pure form.

22

The chemical, a light-sensitive blue pigment, is so tiny in
amount that it gives no tinge of blue to a growing plant's color.

Yet

reaction of the blue substance with the sun :.s potent and direct.

Light

.'.1

and darkness have other roles in

tµ~

:i:-,:i_fe :9rocesses qf plants.

But phy-

to chrome I s go-stop signals direct a pla."'lt' s progress from. one stage to

the next.
Light-growt~ discoveries have far reaching importance for farmers,

florist.s·. and ga~den.ers.

22 ARS Special Repor·
1961, p. 3.

[~~'..:~50

.,,:,·rn,;th Discoveries, January
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Phytochrome
Florists were the first commercial growers to take an
interest in technical aspects of ,photoperiodic and phytochrome
science to improve their crop management for timed markets.
For nearly forty years, they have controlled day-night length with
artificial ~ight and shades of opaque cloth.

They know that

expected blooming of some flower crops can be thrown off if
night is not a complete blackout.

Even a street lamp near a

greenhouse has been known to delay a. poi.nsettici crop from

blooming in time for Christmas.
Florists in the South have extended a1=tificial lighting

to outdoor acres of autumn and winter chzysa.'l.themums for a

cost-to-delay flowering for time'J. markets ..

23

Outside light control may always be too expensive for
much use on field crops, but far!!l.ers can rnaks good use of photo-

periodic knowledge in other we.ys--to outwit some adverse growing
conditions.

When the ground

ts

too wet for plcJ1ting, some crops,

such as soybean, is so con:t~ol1ed

P?,, day-length.
1.>·,·~--

changes t11.at a
'

succession of plantir:.gs ever -::-f the s~e ·;2.1.-:'!.5•.3:.y tends to mature

only a few days apart,

have
a four-way grouping of f -.. . -:::.:nts that exp:i.a±::e.d for the first time
-.-...
"

1.

Plants that. nor:m.::-::1 ' ..;: [!.;:;..we:-:· h-, late spring or in smnmer

23 Ibid.
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Phytochrome
respond. to long days and may be called long-day plants.
2.

Plants that normally flower in the autumn or winter
respond to short days are called short-day plants.

3.

A third and large group can flower and fruit under a
wide range of day length and are indeterminate plants.

4.

When plants are so near to a 12 hour response they are
called intermediate plants.

28

Phytochrome Summary
Phytochrome is a chemical pigment found in plants.

Dis-

covered only a few year ago, this pigment, when acted upon by
light, triggers growth changes from seed to fruit throughout
the life of the plant.

Red light energy activates this pigment,

encour~ging fast plant growth.
Light is measured in wavelengths.

As matter of brief

basic background, it is important to consider the nature of
light and effect on plant growth.

White (natural) light is

composed of red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet and ultraviolet energy.

Red energy, i~ addition to triggering growth,

promotes maturity and flowering.

causes plants to become tall and

Gen~~ally: too much red light
11

legqy' 1 •

Blue light alone causes

short, stocky growth with fewer bloss0rr.3 or ~o flowering at all.
Much of the yellow and green light is :ceflected by green foliage,
but the trace energy absorbed is very important in producing
healthy, normal plants.
Full-spectrum light is ,,:,ite light in its proper balance
'~' J

of energies.

sunlight is full-spectr-rn•:ight.

fluorescent lamps is close to s•.:i.nli?D.t.

Growing under
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Title:

PHYTOCHROME--GLOSSARY

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
,Activity

1.

All students study the following glossary.
A.

Duration of Light: The number of hours of light per
day needed or used.

B.

Short-day plants: Plants that switch from vegetative
phase to reproductive phase as the daylight is
shortened.

C.

Long-day plants: Plants that switch from vegetative
phase to reproductive phase as the daylight is
lengthened.

D.

Intermediate plants: Plants that cannot be controlled
by changing number of hours of light since it requires twelve hours.

E.

Phytochrome: A chemical pigment found in plants that
when acted upon by light, triggers growth changes
from seed to fruit throughout the life of the
plant.

· F.

Photoperiod: Light and dark periods and their relative
lengths have an effect on plant maturity.

2.

The instructor will assign one student to write a
short paper and brief the class on what is meant by costto-delay .flowering chrysanthemc.ms for a timed market.

Th'?' i.n.st!:'ll.ctor will assign one student to write a

3.

short paper a.no. b:-ief the class o!l how farmers can use

photoperiodic }
tions.

(Stude•

ec1ge to out·.

advers~ growing condi-

30

Phytochrome - Activities
4.

The instructor will assign one student to write a short
paper and brief the class on the plant "poinsettia".

The stu-

dent should explain the why, what, when and how in using the
knowledge of photoperiodic and phytochrome in the raising of
the flowering plant
5.

(Students take notes)

All students will take a test.

This test will include

a short essay on the principles of phytochrome and over the
glossary.
grade of B.

Ninety per cent of the class should received a
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INTRODUCTION
PHOTOSYNTHESIS

Title:

Photosynthesis comes from the Greek word

light and synthesis is putting together.

11

phos 11 which means

Strictly defined, it is the

assimilation of carbon which requires the presence of chloroplasts and
light, and consists of the synt.~esis of carbohydrates from-carbon dioxide and water.

How does this work in practice?

Through millions of small pores (stomata) on the leaf surfaces,
air gives up about ten per cent of its supply of carbon dioxide
(a waste product) to the plant.

In the leaf cells are found small

particles called chloroplasts, containing a green substance called
chlorophyll similar in structure to the hemoglobin of the blood of
humans.

The energy needed to transfer the waste (co 2 ) into organic

matter is supplied by sunlight.

To appreciate what light does for the

whole earth, you should understand that all the power contained in
fossil fuels such as coal, oil or even wood, is :nothing more than sun-

light stored up.

24

There are sev~ral pigments within photosynfh:Eff:ic cells, but

only chlorophyll is absolutely essential for photosynthesis.

The red

and violet portions of sunlight are the parts of th~ Spectrum used

most effectively in photosynthesis.
sunlight are the parts of

photosynthesis.

t.½,(>-

Red and vie

24 George and Katy Ah:
You!"

Organic Gardening ar.<

Red and vid'fet. Oor·tions
of
. '

spectrum used mos': e:f.feGt.ively in
Navelengths

~

"What Liql:·
·.ng, Ap ril

~

absorbed most

Jo"?.s for Plants-and

7'5.

p. 54.
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Photosynthesis
comple~ely by chlorophyll.

Photosynthesis is the most significant

chemical reaction occuring on the earth today.

It is assumed that

I

the oxY:gen in our atmosphere is replaced by the process of photo'
25
synthesis every 2000 years.
An e~uation developed for photosynthesis:

plants
Carbon dioxide plus water------------Carbohydrate plus oxygen
light

Or:
CO 2 + H2 0----------------------CHO + 0

-~ 5Biological Sciencu
of Ph.otbsynthesis 11 , Biolog:. a

··.: ~iculum ~"
•Jien~es,

Sf:.a/:f

~

i•The Mechanisms

p. 191.~
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OBJECTIVES

Title:

EFFECTS OF LIGHT ON PHOTOSYNTHESIS

'The students in the Science class will carry out an exercise
under ~e c+assroom fluorescent light showing the effect of light on
photosyrthesis using large house plants and slices of cork.
,rs light necessary for photosynthesis?
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DIRECTIONS
Title:

EFFECTS OF LIGHT ON PHOTOSYNTHESIS

Materials:
1.

Any plant that has a large green leaf, such as
philodendron.

2.

Six pieces of cork (large corks sliced into 3/4
pieces)
Several straight pins.

Procedures:

1.

Select one large leaf from the plant.

2.

Place one piece of cork on the top of leaf.

Directly

under the leaf beneath the other cork place another
section of cork.
3.

Insert a straight pin through both corks and the leaf.
This will eliminate light from an area of the leaf.

4.

Repeat the above propedures. on two other leaves of
the plant.

5.

Remove one pair of corks at the end of twenty-four
hours, a~other pair at the end of forty-eight hours,
aRd. the last pair at the end of seventy-two hours.

6.

;,fter· ~emoval of the corks, observe the plants for

three days . ·

35

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Title:

EFFECTS OF LIGHT ON PHOTOSYNTHESIS

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Activity

1.

At the time the corks are removed, describe the
color of the spots under the corks removed at the end of:
a.

twenty-four hours

b.

forty-eight hours

c.

2.

---------------------seventy-two hours
-----------

After three days, did spots on any of the plants
turn green?
If so, which ones?

If not, why not?

26 Paul E. Hemp, "Eff
tory Exerpises.
(Danville,
Publishers, Inc., 1967) p,

,,f Light y
L:..nois : The

26

~vtosynthesis 11 , 50 Labora~srGtate Printers &
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INTRODUCTION
Title:

PHOTOTROPISM

Phototropism, simply means "attraction to light".

As early as

1880, Charles Darwin observed that grass coleoptiles (the first leaf in
germination of corn, grass which sheathes the succeeding leaves) curve
toward the light.

If the tip of the grass is covered with a small cap

of tinfoil which does not permit illumination of the cells of the tip,
there is no curvature, although the lower part of the grass is illuninated from one side.

When the upper part of the grass is illuminated

from one side and lower part is covered with tinfoil to exclude light,
curvature of the grass occurs in the normal way.

From these simple but significant experiments, Darwin concluded
"that when seedlings are freely exposed to a lateral light, some influence is transmitted from the upper to the lower part, causing the
latter to bend 11 •

Plant growth regulators of the type found in grass and that promote cells elongation are called auxins.
Although plants do not possess glands that secrete hormones,
auxin is synthesized only in a fgw localized centers in the individual
plant and is trans90;t:ted -thrc:J.s-hout the plant :lad~,, from these center~.
In a normal green ;;)lant .the apical (tip) buds a..'1.d young leaves are

active centers.

,

0

.
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OBJECTIVES
Title:

?HOTOTROPISM

The students in the Science class will demonstrate how stems

grow towarq a light source (sun or artificial light) using simple
techniques of the classroom grow light.

38

DIRECTIONS
Title:

PHOTOTROPISM-EXPERIMENT

Materials:
1.

One box that wil.l fit und"r sc.'lool grow light.

2.

one coleus plant about seven inches high.

Directions:

1.

Cut one hole in the bottom of the box, off-center to
the left.

2.

Place the plant under the box, having the hole in the
box to the left of the plant.

3.

In three days lift the box.

4.

Note the direction the stem is pointing.

5.

Replace the box placing the pl-9...'1t directly under the
hole in the box.

6.

After three days, lift the box and note how the
direction of the stem c~-iangecl.~
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INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST

TitJ.e;

PHOTOTROPISM-EXPERIMENT

Item No.

Checklist Item

1.

Did all students observe the experiment?

2.

Did the student ~--ut one hole in box to the left?

3.

Did the student write up observation of the plant
after the first three ~ays?

4.

Did the student plz.ce the plant in right position
for second experiment?

s.

After three days did the student .notice any difference in plant?

Final Observation:
Stems move toward the sun to expose their leaves

to maximum light naturally.

LAMP SELECTION
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INTRODUCTION

Title:

LAMP SELECTION - LECTURE

Many types of standard filament, fluorescent and'high intensity
discharge lamps are used to grow plants indoors and out.

The light from

various modern day electric lamps can be used in combination to provide
ali of the sun's rays:

visible, ultraviolet and infrared.

However, the

portion of the spectrum that plants utilize chiefly is that part known
as light--visible radiation.
Electric light sources which have been studied in experimenta.l
work include carbon arcs, carbon filament and tungsten filaments for
incandescent lamps, as well as mercury, fluorescent and other types of
gaseous discharge lamps.

In fact, all of the types normally used for

lighting purposes can be used to add some warmth.

The tungsten-filament

and fluorescent lamps are the ones most commonly used in floriculture

and horticulture, while considerable attention is being paid to new
applications of high-intensity discharge lamps.

-,
L

(New

I

Booklet,

11

Ele.ctri ·

York_. N.Y.' Edecso:, El

t a..11d Pla·.~-~

Institu'..~

27

:".:'C~,•-;::.hn,. Electric Gardening,

.371, p. 7~
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DIRECTIONS

Title:

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

Objectives:
The students will identify the selection of artificial light
lamps available for the use of plant growth.

A

R

PAR

PS

Incandescent lamps are frequently used for growing plants, especially for controlling daylength.

Electricity flows through a

tungsten wire and heats it to incandescence.

These lamps are inex-

pensive, available in a wide range of wattages, and the color content
of their light is excellent for this purpose.
Lamp sizes from 60 -to 500 watts are commonly used in plant
control applications.

This range enables the grower to satisfy any

requirement or restriction of the footcandle level desired with good
uniforrni ty.

When standard clear or frosted incar1des·cent lamps are used,

they are usually shielded overhead by reflectors which serve to project
the light downward.
Lamps which make ~e of built-in reflectors are also available.
Three such incandescent lamp types are the reflector, reflectorized
(PS-30), and projector (PAR) :amps.

stays b:-:-igh.ter longer,

ca,;.1,1

,.

The sealed-in reflector, of course,

~-r_ ;umulate

dirt and ~hus never needs

:. can callee': on the smooth underside of
is emitted.
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Incandescent Lamps
Reflector (R) lamps are available to provide either flood or
spot distribution,

These lamps are widely used in greenhouses to pro-

vide uniform illumination on plants,

However, many new installations

are now making use of PS-30 reflectorized lamps because of their shape
and the elimination of the hot spot of the standard R lamps,

Eco-

nomical in operation, the 150 and 250-watt PS-30 lamps provide a wide
flood distribution that uniformly covers four times as much area as a
standard 100-watt lamp-reflector combination,

They must be protected

by a suitable shield from splashing in the greenhouse.
The above information is of very good use for the horticulture
student but all other science students should have an understanding of
the different lamps used for plant growth.
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INTRODUCTION

Title:

FLUORESCENT LAMPS

&

MEASURING LIGHT INTENSITIES

FLUORESCENT LAMPS

0

Fluorescent lamps differ from incandescent lamps in that they
offer higher light efficiency, that is, more light per watt of power,
with less heat.

Also, the life of a typical fluorescent lamp is 12,000

hours as compared with 750 hours for a standard incandescent lamp.
For growing plants indoors, daylight or cool white lamp colors
are recommended and most popular.

On the other hand, plant-light lamps,

which are reddish-purple, can be used for both plant growth and enhancement ..

A fluorescent lamp must. at all times be connected to electrical
supply lines through the specific ballast designed for the lamp.
lamp siz.es range from 15 to 215 watts.

The

The standard 40-watt lamp finds

wide use, especially by the plant growth hobbiest and the school instructor for commercial types of fixtures.

MEASUPJNG LIGHT INTENSITIES

The GE213 light rnete:: may be used for takin.g measurements
directly in terms of footca:I1dles.

rt is the first commercially

available, pocket size .:i_r..st'.!"•.:..1TIB!.t which :!i.as a range of O to 5000
footcandles.
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DIRECTIONS

Title:

FLUORESCENT LAMPS

&

MEASURING LIGHT INTENSITIES

Objectives:
Given the types of fluorescent lamps the students will be
able to measure light intensities for plant growth.

1.

The instructor will have the different fluorescent lamps in the
classroom.

2.

The instructor will explain how to use the high intensity discharge lamps with reflectors.

3.

The students will learn the use of the light measure meter.

4.

All questions should be answered by instructor or the answers
should be found by the students in research books as a class
project.

('See Appendix E for examples of the above lamps)
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INTRODUCTION
Title:

SYLVANIA LIGHTING PRODUCTS

GRO-LUX LAMP

The Gro-Lux is Sylvania's energy source for plant growth.

This

fluorescent lamp generates radiant energy which is most beneficial for
plant propagation and enhances vegetative and reproductive growth of
many plants for home and commercial use.

Development of this lamp was

the result from evaluation of many research studies which indicated that
a fluorescent lamp with this energy distribution would produce a maximum
photosynthetic process in plants.
The Gro-Lux has a proper ratio of red to blue.

The peak of the

red band is at 66.00 angstroms and the blue band is at 4500 angstroms.
It is designed to match the spectral activity of the chlorophyll synthesis process of plants.

This lamp makes it possible to obtain in one

tube a balance of radiation which prev:cou:sly was obtainable only by
28
. .
comb ining
severa1 1·igh t sour~es.

Research evaluation c~ the Gro-Lux lamp has indicated that it
speeds up the germination process of -ma..'1.y types of seeds, produces

stockier seedlings with much less suscep-~ibi2.ity to damp-off infection,
a:r..C. increases the rate of rooting of c:1.:rtt:~n-ge:-. ~

This makes a more

:::~r~e-:.able seedling plant.

'Ihe experience of t\.-,_.· s •, ~~it.er 1,;j ·

28Mpelkas, "The Use

tuce and large size flower

.::ht on Plant Growth", p. 4.
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Sylvania Lighting Products
seeds has been a 1/2" to 1/4" high seedling within 24 hours f.rom
time of planting.

The roots would be quite matted and strong.

When transplanted the seedling would not have any set back in
growth.

Also, tests conducted w;_.::h_ cuttings of African Violets,

gloxinias, and tuberous rooted begonias showed a marked advantage
under the Gro-Lux lamp.
The trends for which artificial light may be put into
practical application and where t.he Gro-Lux lamp will play a key
role are:

1.

The acceleration of seed germination.

2.

The incr~se in the assimilation of carbon dioxide to

give stronger plants with increased resistance to
disease.

3.

To increase photosynthesis and produce earlier crops
of flowering.

4.

The increase of the shelf life of many fruits and
vegetables on produce counters as well as the cut
flowers and potted plants in floral displays.

5.

The establisJ--•.Iru:::nt cf .:nc-C. factories and greenhollses
without daylight.

1:1,'.~ structures may be built either

above or be]..ow gr0u.iJ.d level.

6.

The growth •Y!: ,. • ~:-3.e :L!'! closed ecological systems for
space veh~ c_ ~-

7.

The contro·:

som.

at diseas~s and insects.
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DIRECTIONS
Title:

SYLVANIA LIGHTING PROD~CTS

The students will demonstrate each of the seven trends that the
Gro-Lux lamp may and can be put to use either in laboratory or by doing
research for a paper.

1.

Show the speed with which lettuce seeds will germinate.

2.

Explain what assimilation means, and how carbon dioxide gives
stronger plants.

3.

Brief the class.

Locate a plant growing and bring to flower under classroom light.
Grow another plant in a window.

4.

Write up findings and brief class.

Do research on the shelf life of fruits and vegetables in a produce
department.

5.

Have a florist explain what his reactions are to fluorescent lamps.

6.

Have any of the space travels used fluorescent lamps?

Research and

brief the class.
7.

Explain how a fluorescent lamp could or could not help control plant
disease and insects.

Brief class.

The instructor will assign the above topics.
A useable glossary should be made.

CHAPTER II:;:

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The use of artificial lights as an aid for instructors to
teach plant growth has been minim.al.

This writer has concluded,

as a result of a search of the ~iterature of many books and magazines, information received from General Electric and Sylvania
Lighting Products, reports published by Edison Electric Research
Institute and the U.S. Department of Agriculture in Maryland,
that a curriculum guide with the use of artificial light would be
very beneficial in the study of plant growth for high school
students.
All the above information only proves this writer's personal experience several years ago with the effective use of
fluorescent lights in a basement.
light.

Plants cannot live without

It influences rate of growth, formation of chlorophyll,

leaf size, digestion, and other phenomena causing the plant to
mature, flower, and produce seed.

In the future, an instrument coulQ be sent to all instructors, in a specific area, who woul~ consent to using arti-

f;_cial light for plant growth.

The data could be analyzed in

such a manner as to determine the -.,alid:.ty of the experimental
research.
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APPENDIX A
I

i

PLANTS FOR THE CLASSROOM-·-,1!\:CENSITY
Plants requiring high light intensi ti.es should be placed at the
center of the light.

Asters

Cactus
Calla
Chrysanthemum

Plants such as:
Geranium
Gloxinia
Kalanchoe
Lantana

Poinsettia
Succulents
Begonias
Seedlings

Plants requiring low light intensities can be placed on the outside
edges of light.

Plants such as:

Foliage plants
Fibrous Beg.onias

Cyclamen
Orchids

Christ.mas ca.ctus
Croton

Primroses

Impatients

For seed germination, after sowing~the seeds in flats the containers

are placed under the lights.

For most ~eeds the lights can be on for

24 hours a day until the first leaves unfold.·

The light and radiant

heat is especially good for seeds reqi;iY:i!>.g 65 to 75 degrees to germinate.
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APPENDIX B

A BASEMENT
"GREENHOUSE"
YOU CAN BUILD
AND ENJOY
ALL

WINTE,>.

1<4--+fr

!]

PLYWOOD
-----'!
l

--n··-

by David Ashe

and Russell O'Harra

1•.t
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APPENDIX C

UNIT OUTLINE
i

PLANT ?CIENCE-~38·DAYS

I

PRINCIPLES OF PLANT GROWTH

'

First Week
I.

II.

Orientation
a.
b.

Getting acquainted
Class organization and management

c.

Course content

d.

Explanation of texts and reference for course

To odentify the processes essential for plant growth
a.
b.

Two phases: Vegetative and reproductive growth
Living things-characte~istics of life
Matter

L
2.
c.

Process of plants affecting plant growth
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

d.

e.

Organic
Inorganic

Storage
Translocation
Transpiration
Oxidation
Osmosis

Diffusion
Assimilation

Absorption
Digestion

Photoreactions
1.

Phytoillurnination

2.

Photoperiodism

3.

Phytochrome

4.

Phytotropism

5.

Photosynthesis

Envirorimental factors affec"::il;1_g plC-.',:"'lt processes

1.
2.
3.

Light (energy)
Heat (energy)
Water
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4.

s.
6.
7.

Gravity
Pressurei
Chemicals (including protopla.smic materials)
Air

Second Week
I.

To determine the functions of varXous.. j;>lant parts
a.

Green and non-green parts

1.
2.
3.

b.
II.

Leaves
Stems
Roots

Cells and tissues

To understand how plants grow
Plant life is influenced by many factors
1.
2.
3.

Photosynthesis
Respiration
Environmental conditions (man's also)

Third Week
I.

To understand the effect of light on plant growth
a.
b.
c.

II.

Food-making' (manufacturing)--photosynthesis
Food-using (catabolism)--respiration
Light quality, intensity, and duration

To understand tjle effect of air on plant growth.
Air necessary for plants is in two atmospheres.
1.
2.

Air
Soil

Fourth Week
I.

To understand ~'le effect of temperature on plant growth
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

II.

Temperature related to light c.t'"ld h~l'!lidity
Night temperatures
Other temperature effects
Optimum te~perature range
Rest periods and temperature

To ~.mderstand t}le effect of w~te;r. en pi~".lt g~owth

a.
b.
d.

Relation of water to humidity (air ir.oisture)
Relation o~ ~ater to plant gr~wth
moisture)
Factors influencing absorptfo:;i (taking in of water)
Factors influencing transPiration (out gO of water)

·cS~il
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PROPAGATION BY SEED
Fifth Week
I.

To understand seeds
a.
b.
c.
d.

seeds are produced by sexual.reproduction
Parts of flower
Function of reproductive organs __
Pollination and fertilization-··~1.
2.

Self-pollinated
Cross-pollinated

Sixth Week
I.

II.

To select seeds properly
a.

Importance of good seed

b.

Factors to conSider when selecting seeds

c.
d.

Certified seeds
Calculati.~g the per cent of F~re live seed and its cost

To understand germination of seeds
a.
b.
c.

Steps in the germination process
Size of seed and method of germinat~on affect seeding and
planting practices
Three main parts of a plant

Seventh Week
I.

To keep seeds viable (capable of germinating and growing)
a.
b.
c.
d.

II.

Protection should be provided
Storage·of seed
Physical characteristics of seeds
The use of seed protectants

To prepare seeds (pregermination treatments) for germination
a.
b.
c.

Pregermination treatments
Classification of seeds based on germination
Reasons.for delaye~ germination

1.
2~

Scarifi-~~tion
St!:'atif,iGation

'

Eighth Week
I~

To ident.if~r effects of envirqr411~ntal cqnditions on genninating
a.
b.
c~

Require~ents for gerrninatio~
Proper temperature
Proper moi.:sture level
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d.
e.
II.

Adequate oxygen (air) supply
Relationship of air, temperature, ·moisture, and time

To prepare a seedbed or flat

a.

Failures in germination

b.
c.
d.
e.

Equipment, supplies
Preparing t.~e seedbed or flat.
Sowing the seed
caring for seeds during germination
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Five Simple Basics for Light Gardeners or Classroom
1.

For a fluorescent arrangement, use at least two tubes and a
reflector, placing the lamps four to· twelve inches above the
plant tops. Remember two 40-watt tubes are more efficient
than four 20-watt ones.

2.

Use lights specially balanced for plants, like Duro-Lite's·
Vita-Lite or Gro-Lux. Don't forget that some floodlights
can be used in the classroom to accent some specimens of

greenery to add color to the· classroom.
3.

For plants receiving no outside light, provide fourteen to
sixteen hours of phytoillumination a day year-round, except
in case of those few short-day plants that need a rest,
with less than twelve hours of light a day, in the wintertime.
An automatic timer is convenient for the classroom because of

off days in the classroom or week-ends.
4.

Try to provide a.~ average of fifty per cent humidity or more.
If the plants start being too dry, use plastic over the whole
light or use plastic in the bottom of tray with clean gravel
adding water to keep moist as needed.. Plc.ce the pots or trays
on the gravel.

5.

Watch the plants grow. If the leaves yellow slightly, or the
growth is so compact as to be stubby, increase the distance
between the plant and the lights. If the leaves are an unbelieveably deep rich green, the chlorophvll is working overtime, and the plants will stop growing. The plants need more
light-move the lights closer to the plants. 29

29 sandra Eri!<son,

11

Light on the Subject'", How to Grow Beautiful

Flowers, Vegetables & Plants Indoors--With Lights!

Dura-Lite Lamps, Inc. , 1975)

p. lI.

(New Jersey:
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APPENDIX E

FLUORESCENT LAMPS

Mod-U-Line
Fluorescent, as well as incandescent lamps, should be used with reflecting
equipment, except when used in large growth chambers. The lamps, reflectors and accessory equipment may generall be purchased from electrical-

supply, floral-supply, hardware stores and mail-order houses.

HIGH INTENSITY DISCHARGE (P.ID) LAMPS

and ,,400-watt

400-watt
Merc\lcy or

Lucalox

Mlll ti-Vapor

1000-watt
Lucalox

High Intensity Discharge (HID) lamps include Mercury, Multi-Vapor, and
Luqalox. La~ps should be useq with reflecting, equipment.
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APPENDIX F

SUGGESTED PUBLICATIONS

~.rtificial Light in Horticulture; A.E. Canham, Cleaver-Hume Press,
Ltd., London, England, 1966.
Artificial Light Gardening, v. Johnson and
Press, New York, N.Y., 1964.

w.

Carriere, Hearthside

Basement Light Gardening With Gro-Lux Fluorescent Lamps, Engineering
Bulletin 0-327, Sylvania Lighting Center, Danvers, Mass,, 1967,
,1

Electricity for the ,Grower, The Electricity Council, The ElectroAgriculture Centre, Kenilworth, England, 1964.
Fluorescent Light Gaidening, Elaine c. Cherry, D. Van Nostrand ca.,
Inc., Princeton, N.J., 1965.
Growing Plants Under Artificial Light, P. Schulz, M. Barrows
Inc., New York·, N.Y., 1965,

&

Co.,

Indoor Garden for Decorative Plants, USDA Ptlblication No. Al. 2 :Gl6,
U.S. Government Printing'Office, Washington, D.C. (10 cents).
Lights and Plants, USDA Publication No. 879, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. (20).,
Plant Growth Lighting, General'Electric Co., Nela Park, Cleveland,
Ohio, 1965.
The Gro-Lux Wide Spectrum Fluorescent Lamp for Greenhouse Application,
Engineering Bulletin 0-294, Sylvanie Lighting Center, Danvers,
Mass. , 1965.
The Standard Gro-Lux Fluorescent Lamp for Plant Growth, Engineering
Bulletin 0-262, Sylvania Lighting Center, Danvers, Mass., 1966,
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Sources for Lighting·Equipment

Fluorescent tubes,_reflectors, switches, and time clocks can
be purchased through most electrical dealers or from large mail-order
concerns.
supply.

The firms listed below will direct you to a local source of
Others are mail-order firms with whom you can deal direct.

Burgess Seed & Plant Co., 67 E. Battle Creek St., Galesburg, Michigan
49053. House plants, supplies, fluorescent light equipment;
catalog free.
Floralite Company, 4124 East Oakwood Roau, Oak Creek, Wisconsin
53154. Fluorescent fixtures, mist sprayers, tubes, timers,
trays, labels and other equipment,
General Electric Company, Lamp Division, Rela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.
Manufacturers of fluorescent and incandescent lamps.
House Plant Corner, P.O. Box 810, Oxford, Haryland 21654.

Lighted

plant stands, other equipment and supplies.

Lord and Burnham, Irvington-on-Hudson, New York.
plantarium.
Park, George

w.,

Fluorescent-lighted

Seed Co., Inc., Greenwood, South Carolina 29647.

Fluorescent Gro~Lamps, other equipment and supplies.
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., 60 Boston Street, Salem, Massachusetts
01971. Manufacturers of all types of fluorescent lights,
including Gro-Lux lamps.

w.

Atlee Burpee co., Phila, Pa. 19132, Clinton, Iowa 52733, Riverside,
California 92502. Seeds, house plants, fluorescent light
equipment; catalog free.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Westinghouse Lalilp Division, BloornFi9ld, New Jersey. Manufai.ct,..,.rers of fluorescent lamps.

